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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, MAY 2, 1934

WORLD
FLASHES

ELECIION RACE
HeE PfiESENIEO

Fleischman to Talk
At Convention Of
State Speech Ass'n

NUMBER 30

Saturday Night Spree
By Faculty Women Is
Benefit to the Library

SIOOENIPLliyS
TO BE

Social Regulations
night without definite authoi
A Moonlight Fiesta was con1. All applications for the use tion from the Treasurer's offic
ducted last Saturday night by the
B. As there is no attempt to
of the "Pelican" should be made
at the office of the Student Deans, the pavilion for profit, parties are Rollins Faculty Women's AssociaBirmingham, Ala. (UP)—Fortion. With the combined efforts of
Blanks for this purpose will be required to leave the place i
mer Governori Bibb Graves MontRoney, Mrs. Trowbridge and
satisfactory and sanitary condi- Mrs.
provided.
gomery is leading the three corStemm, with their various
2. K faculty members wish to tion as may be directed by th' Mrs.
nered race for Governor in yescaretaker.
committees,
a brilliant affair in the
Both
Presidential
Platforms
remain over night, application
terday's Democratic primary. LatBerry, Hess and Lawry Are
C. Parties desiring lunches to be society-fair manner afforded an
Support New Political
must be made to the Student Deans
est returns today showed with rt
Authors of One-Act
evening of immense amusement
furnished
by
the
College
Commons
System
in
the
regular
manner.
turns from l,0.?l of the state'
Dramas
and
excellent
financial
returns.
It
3. Groups of girls, or mixed par- must make application at the
2.176 precincts, Graves 49,334,
At a student association meetties of students, desiring to use Treasurer's office at least two is estimated, at this date, that apFrank M. Dixon, Birmingham
Interest in the drama reached
ing held on the bleachers last Fridays
prior
to
the
date
of
the
party,
proximately
eighty
dollars
was
pavilion for the weekend must
tomey 34,758, Judge Leon G. Mcday, the candidates for next year's
D. The caretaker will render made, which is to be given to the a new high this season, marked by
provide from two to four chapCord, Montgomery, 25,492.
association officers were introthe forthcoming production of
erones, as may be directed by the weekly reports of all persons who Rollins College Library.
Former Senator Thomas J. Hef- duced to the student body.
Chief among the attractions was three original one act plays, writhave been at the pavilion. He will
Dean
of
Women.
lin is seeking a political comeback
President Johnson introduced
4. All students staying over also assess damage charges to the Mme. Gandy, a crystal gazer of
staged and acted by Rollins
after suffering defeat by Senatoi Bernard Bralove who made the
night must obey College social place, if any, to the parties who some note, who astounded and satJohn J. Bankhead, went into sec- nominating speech for Olcott Demisfied with her revelations. A for- students. Two of these are to be
regulations. Chaperones will be may abuse the property.
ond place in the race for Congress ing, candidate for president of the
presented
at the Annie Russell
tune
teller,
the
true,
old-time
type,
E. No property is to be taken
held responsible for lights being
In the fifth district 76 of 246 box- Student Associatiton. Mr. Bralove
out at 12 o'clock Saturday night. from the pavilion to the beach or read in the cards great adventures Theatre the morning of May 7th.
es gave Rep. Miles AUgood 2,541, spoke of the antiquated political
for
students
and
professors
and
elsewhere.
5. Week-end parties making resThe third will be played on the
Heflin 1,807, Joe Starnes 1,620, system that is now in effect at RolF. In accepting the duties of their associates as well; Code Ball,
ervation in the regular manner
16th of the month.
Heflin ran independent
against lins. He expressed his feeling and
haperonage, chaperones must un- an original game played delicately
will have priority privileges.
Bankhead after the Democrsts that of his associates that this sys"Night Club," by Don Berry, ta6. Week-end guests will be per- derstand that they are to cooper- with the feet, and speed boat rides
ruled him out because of his stand tem should be abolished and a proate with the caretaker, the Deans
the lake were quite popular. ken from a celebrated sketch by
mitted
to
use
their
own
rooms
as
toward Al Smith.
Katherine
Brush, contains an amgressive method in tune with the
and
the
Treasurer
in
maintaining
Most compelling, as well, were the
dressing rooms whenever it is negeneral nature of Rollins College
syncopated beats of a good jazz azing variety of characterization
cessary to accommodate casual these rules.
and,
in
its
vivd setting, symbolizes
established. He also stated that
band
and
the
inviting
charms
of
G. AU guests must supply their
guests in the bath houses.
Paris—The secret
irresting contrast of values. In
Rollins undergraduates have beaccomplished gigolos at the dance
7. Casual guests are restricted own bed linen and blankets.
discovered that a new Soy ring is
it appear many students whose
come tired of broken promises,
floor—on
the
fencing
stage.
Cakes
H.
A
register
will
be
kept
and
to students and faculty, but such
working with one of France's close; successes have made them faever fulfilled, and the
guests need not apply to the Social all guests are required to register, and refreshments of delicious sorts
eat neighbors. They quietly arrest- platforms
vorites with Rollins audiences.
tablish a college band
3 at hand, and the full moon,
Committee for daytime use of the showing time of arrival. The caree dits principal this afternoon. pledge to I
are
not
a
sufficient
taker will indicate time of departne cannot say too much of the
Maxeda Hess, author of "Hands
pavilion.
Warrants for others implicated when then
nusicians enrolled. He
Mule Cart Players, and the phe- of the Enemy," presents a thrill9. Permission will be given to ure on his report.
were prepared in the utmost sec- number of
plan whereby each soI. Parties are expected to re- nomenal popularity of their soul- ing conflict of New England ideals
students to spend the night at the
refy. It is maintained by those in- suggested J
th the rough, necessary standPelican only on Saturday night. main only one night unless special tirring drama. Three plays were
formed that that an even greater rority and fraternity on the camExceptions to this rule will be arrangements are made at the presented, wholly impromptu, with ards of the western country, obroundup is in prospect than in the pus should be allowed one vote;
Mr. and Mrs. Kilro, Mr. and Mrs. jectified by the presence of two
cnsc of Mr. and Mr.s. Robert G. with the independents having a proAt an all^college assembly held made at the discretion of the Stu- Treasurer's office.
Stuart
and a boy in a dead man's
The foregoing was adopted by Rhea Smith, Professor
: / whose arrest revealed ex- portionate number of votes. This lasti Wednesday in the Annie Rus- dent Deans and the Social Comspecial committee appointed by Campbell and A. Buell Trowbridge cabin. Jim Tuverson, Alfred Mac\"(' espionage rings directed plan, he declared, would abolish sell Theatre the program was turn- mittee.
he
casts.
A
horrible
tragedy.
President
Holt
on
rules
and
reguCreary
and Bob Black have been
politics.
1 the U. S. and other couned over entirely to the students.
Business Management
The Lethal Chamber, or His Last selected to fill the roles.
lations for the Pelican Pavilion.
r. Bralove introduced Mr. De- Harve Clemens announced the
;ri('s. It is said to be connected
Daughter, called for blatant boos,
The Open Window," by Ann
[; whom he considered the best numbers, the first of which were
closely with military espionage
A. The caretaker of the pavillion
E. T. BROWN, Ch'man.
zinging hisses and uproarious Lawry, a dramatization of Saki's
from a nearby country and direct- qualified student representative to three original compositions by is to be in full charge. No group
DEAN ENYART,
laughter. The high pathos and fevous short story, which appeary into effect the provisions of Walter Kimble, a prelude, fugue,
ed specifically at military and nawill be allowed
DEAN SPRAGUE
erish
interpretations of Miss Kathn the Flamingo last month is
proposal
and
to
remove
the
val secrets.
a n d
waltz.
Hazel
Bowen
rine Ewing, the Last Daughter, scheduled for May 16. In it are to
superfluous customs of petty poli- sang several short songs, accompproached professional heights, be found evidences of considerable
Mr. Deming expressed his ap- panied by Jack Carter. Then
equalled only by the vehement
and dramatic understanding,
'al of abolishing student part- Dorothy Parmley read four of her
craft of the wicked scientific facast for Miss Lawry's play
and made known his advoca- latest poems which have not as
ther, Stuart Campbell. Professor has been chosen as follows: George
tion of a new type of election.
yet been published in any student
Trowbridge, her ' besotted lover, Porter, Cricket Manaring, MarjorBurleigh Drummond introduced magazine or other publication. FolBy HAROLD SPROUL
By RICHARD BURTON
as swell. They all killed each
Schulten and Frances Hyer.
David Schrage. Mr. Drummond lowing these Eleanor Reese sang a
riday night the Student ComThe fourth play in the five-play
her, themselves and the breathWork on these original plays is
spoke in a humorous vein and de- song written by Marian Perry, and pany of Rollins made excellent use
series
given
during
the
present
es
audience.
progressing
enthsuiastieally under
clared that his party held the same was accompanied by her. Marian of the Annie Russell Theatre by
Deserving of gratitude and ap- the direction of Miss Ewing, asopinion as that of Mr. Bralove and also play three numbers from the presenting Barrie's "Dear Brutus" season by our Student Company,
By ALICE ROHE
was presented last Friday evening probation are the members of the sistant instructor in the departMr. Deming and that
therefore pantomime of "Beggar on Horsethe most polished performance
United I*ress Writer
there was not a great deal left for back," written by her and Jack of the year. The company seems at the Annie Russell Theatre. Sir Faculty Women's Association. Spe- ment.
him to say. Mr. Schrage arose and Carter. Sally Hammond played a to have taken to heart the Barrie James Barrie's distinguished and cial appreciation must be made to
Settings,
stage management,
NILES SPENCER
beautiful drama, "Dear Brutus," the work of Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs. costumes, etc., are all in the hands
composition of one of Mr. Clemlo the uninitiated Niles Spencer •spoke briefly, promising that
le ("the fault, dear Brutus, is was the selection, an admiirable
Sproul,
Mrs.
Bradley,
Mrs.
Sackor
lose"
he
intended
to
do
everyof
students
in
the production classens'
classes,
and
Gilbert
Maxwell
may seem to waste hours of his
urselves") and put more than one, keeping up to the high standMrs.
Stone, Mrs. Salstrom,
life working on a flat plane. And thing in his power to abolish the read a series of his poems,
whimsy into achieving a well
- ard set by previous performar
Mrs.
Smith, Mrs. Schulten and
This program presents a new deunpublished, including ^ e sonnet agined and sustained ensembh
then—lo—ideal beauty emerges in- present political system,
When "Dear Brutus" was proWattles.
the second candidate for president sequence for which he won
parture which, coming at the close
to actuality.
character and scene. Like all adult duced a dozen years ago in New
of a year replete with brilliant
Ponce de Leon award. As Mar
Niles Spencer is the apostle of of the Student association,
fantasy the play is essentially rea York with William Gillette and
creative enterprises, should firmBetty Childs introduced Dorothy Norton was sick and unable to play and the players succeeded in pro
simplicity. In his earliest work his
Helen Hayes in the two leading
ly establish drama at Rollins on a
passion for order and coordination Smith, and James Holden intro his composition, the assembly end- jecting a believable illusion of hu parts, it immediately took its place
high
standard of excellence.
duced
Richard
Washington
to
the
ed.
were inclined towaixl starkness. A
man attitudes into the magic of as one of the choicest emanations
trip to Italy, where he succumbed assembly, both being candidates
Midsummer Eve and the
of the genius of the little Scotchfor
vice-president
of
the
Student
to the spell of Giotto and to Paris
second choices.
man who shares the primate poSixty-seven high school students
whfre he studied but never copied Association. Sara Harbottle inIf, anywhere i L the audience sition with Bernard Shaw in the from Palmetto and Traveres were
Ce.siiiine, may have warmed the ti-oduced Nancy Cushman, and
modern theatre.
there smoldered a
guests
of Rollins College on Frisuppressed
cold bleakness of his scenes. He is Becky Coleman introduced Katrina
yearning"' for bugl s and drums by
Certain shining merits in the day, April 27th. Arriving about
still austere with a positive horror Knowlton, for the position of secThe Student Open Forum will the end of the sec^ nd act of gentl student production emerge for spe- 3:30 they were conducted on a
of i>\ iTstatement. His purj^ose is to retary of the Student Association. be held Wednesday evening at 8:00 lyricism, the fault, dear Barrie— cial comment. Once again, as be- thorough inspection of the entire
• • the visible world to its Each spoke briefly, agreeing with o'clock at the home of Howard A pious concern for the simple vir fore, the skillful direction and campus by various members of the
Mill simplicity devoid of all the ideas previously expressed by Showalter, 529 North Interlachen tues, even when touched with poet stage setting resulted in offering student body. Many were fortunAppointment of Edward M. Da^(-•quential associations. Look- Mr. Deming and Mr. Schrage.
Avenue, the subject for discussion ry and edged with satire is noi one of the main pleasures of the ate enough to visit the azalea gar- vis of Shirley, Mass., as director
ing' at his pictures an impressionbeing "Capitalism vs. Socialism," cause for the truest drama. It sees evening. The interior scene was dens and other beauteous spots. At of the Thomas R. Baker Museum
able person suddenly realizes what
Doctors Martin and France hav- people too neatly as illustrations quietly rich and satisfactory, and six o'clock Fleetwood Peeples gave at Rollins College for next year,
'lifo might and should be, stripped
ing been asked to speak briefly of its pieties, and its poetry is li' the second-act, mystic wood splen- a most interesting lecture on na- has been announced by President
"" falseness. Outstanding illuson the different aspects of the case. able to act a vision of dramatic didly illustrated what can be done ture. Immediately after the talk, Hamilton Holt.
•^ of what humanizing of
All are welcome to come and join fatality because it stops to adorn with suggestive, symbolic scenery they proceeded to the "beanery"
He succeeds to the post left vaane may mean are seen in
in the discussion.
the moods and manners of conven- instead of the more familiar real- where dinner was served to them. cant by the death in May, 1930, of
• Ity Walls." and "Corporational human attitudes. Necessar- ism. In the original New York pro- During the evening the students Dr. Thomas R. Baker, who was
Shed, Bermuda." His shore
ily its satire smacks of the well- duction, a real wood, with perspec- were fortunate enough to witness in charge since the museum was
The Sprague Oratorical Contest
iiui coasts, such as "Cove"
dusted parlor. Technically, it is na- tive so that the actors could wan- the dramatic presentation of "Dear established and for whom it is
- village scenes evoke a deep will be held in the Annie Russell
tural that the developing suspense der among the trees, was furnish- Brutus" held in the Annie Russell named. The Museum, which conTheater Thursday evening. May 17,
: of reality.
of the first act should plunge us ed. Yet I am not so sure- that the Theatre. Eleven o'clock found the tains numerous valuable collecat 8:00 o'clock.
^ Spencer is as simple in his
not into a second act of dramatic diaphanous, subtle wood of Friday students, filled with the many won- tions in the fields of ornithology,
This contest was originated by
.il lack of pi-etense as in his
Mrs.
Hall, one of the editors of development but into a charming mght did not give more stimulus
rs of Rollins, homeward bound, entomology, zoology, and geology,
the
Pi
Beta
Phi
Sorority
with
the
!C. He strives for no i-ccognithe Miami Daily News, visited demonstration of an already un- to my imagination—as in that
tired but happy group.
occupies a floor in Knowles Hall.
. the highway of success ex- cooperation of Dr. Robert J. Spra- Rollins College during the past derstood idea. It is really a two- lovely moment when Margaret,
Mr. Davis graduated from Hargue.
It
is
sponsored
by
the
Pi
Beiiiough his pictures. He has
week end. Her purpose in coming act play, padded with an interlude her father lost, just faded away, a
vard in 1909 with an A.B. degree
::i quiet places only to flee ta Phi Sorority and the Kappa was to study all departments of of lyric tenderness and humor that little white astray figure. Great
and attended Massachusetts AgriPhi
Sigma
fraternity
in
memory
horn when professional Bothe college in order to run a page I should hate to lose, for, at least, praise goes to the Fleischman procultural College the next year.
of Dean Sprague.
:> intruded.
about it in her newspaper. She the parlor windows are open, the duction in this respect, and to him
Since 1910, he has owned and opOriginal orations will be given took back with her a story of the mental air is fresh, and the mildly and his cooperative craftsmen, Miss
as born in Pawtucket, R. I.,
erated a fruit farm in Shirley,
The
Art
Appreciation
seminar
'•. 18il3, and was a student of and delivered in competition before Commons; pictures of a trip up simple analysis of character has a Ewing, Mr. Tuverson, and Mr.
to be held Thursday, May 3, will Mass.
public audience. Orations shall the Wekiwa with Fleet Peeples and glint in its eye.
Cartwright.
\ uHle Island School of DeAn entomologist and ornitholobe
a
continuation
of
French
paintnot
be
more
than
1500
and
not
less
the Pfisters; photographs of Miss
1 tore coming to New York.
Notable, too, was the general
Magic is easily plausible with the
with slides from the Metro- gist by avocation, and the son of
an 1000 words in length.
Russell at tea in her home, and of figure of James Gowdy as a mod- voice production, the groupings and ers,
^v York he attended that
William M. Davis, distinjgulshed
politan
Museum.
Hugh
McKean
Awards
for
the
contest:
First
the Barbour dining room; a photo ernized, rheumatic, old Puck, qua- stage pictures, and the perfectly
institution consecrated to
will talk about Van Gogh, Gaugain, professor of geology at Harvard,
ize, $15; second prize, $10; third
-Irs. Gordon Jones as a Rollins vering about the stage. His eerie smooth, letter-perfect preparation
><w Idea, the Ferrer School
Cezanne, Matisse, and Picassot, all the new director has a wide acher, to be used in the Mothers' irresponsibility held throughout (remarkable especially in view of
George Bellows and Rob- prize, $5.
modern
painters of the impression- quaintance among scientists in
The orations will be decided by Day edition of the Miami Daily
nri were his teachers, later
the play and kept the fantasies of the scant time for rehearals), so
;chool, whose work has aroused these fields. For the past few
/;;ening him in his vision of three or more judges selected by
•s; and poems by Dorothy Par- our racial childhood a hovering that any of the usual hesitation on
h
interest
throughout the years, he and his family have spent
« ories and ideals. He work- Rollins College.
mley and Gilbert Maxwell to be possibility. Richard Shattuck made lines, failure to pick up cues, awkthe winters in Winter Park.
world.
Those interested in competing used in the same edition. She also
years, winters and summer,
"Matey" both as ring-lifting but- ward moments of uncertainty,
Under Mr. Qavis' direction, it
11
please
hand
in
their
names
and
j»t Ogunquit, Maine. .A,fter a Euroked for reproductions of "The ler and business racketeer into a were practically eliminated. One
is announced, the Museum will be
•••n trip he went to Provincetown title of oration to Professor H. R- Amazon" by John
D£i.>/er.fiv>rt, ivd image that always gave a res- could settle dovm to steady enjoyLondon, (UP)—Two men in all re-organized. It is planned to build
Pierce
at
the
Speech
Studio
before
^here he and his wife live when
"Chubby" by Eugene Coleman, onant solidity to the scene. He ment, feeling safe in the actors'
e world were known to have been up scientific collections for study
May 10.
not in New York.
and "Napoleon" by Mary Meekespecially good at varying the hands. My only restriction in this killed in May Day demonstrations. purposes and to hold occasional
n, to use in early editions of post and emphasis of his voice to sincere word of praise lies in the A Cuban soldier shot himself with exhibits of interest to the generHis pictures are included among
About fifty members of the Cha- the paper.
make a dramtic point. Marjorie fact (pointed out by me concern- tear gas rifle at Havana, and a al public. Eventually, it is planned
others in the Phillips Memoitial
pel Choir will go to the Pelican:
ker was killed in a street fight to make the facilities of the MuSchulten seemed especially con- ing an earlier play) that now and
Gallery. Washington; in the NewThe pledges of Phi Mu enter- structed and naturally inspired to then particularly at the first act at Caquste, Spain. It was one of
n available to visiting scientark and Buffalo Galleries. Whit- at Coronado Beach this Saturday
ney Museum of Modern Art and ir for the afternoon and evening. The j tained the actives this afternoon be Alice ("kiss or kill") Dearth, opening, voice propulsion lacked the most peaceful celebrations in ists for study and research purCommons will prepare the picnic with a picnic at the Family Tree.
(Continued on Page 2)
many years.
(Continued on Page 2)
•^portant pri\-ate collections.
supper.
From the United Press

Dr. Earl E. Fleischman, professor of drama and speech art, will
talk on "Problems in Dramatics"
at the convention of State Teachers of Speech Association at the
Perrydell next Saturday.
Teachers from all sections of the
state are expected. The session will
open with a business meeting at
the Perrydell at 2 p. m. and will
be followed by a speaking program.
Dr. I. C. Stover, head of the speech
department of Stetson University,
is scheduled to give a report
the Southern Association of cpeech
convention at Birmingham.
After Dr. Fleischman, Professor
H. Constanns of the University of
Florida will review the New Orleans convention activities. He ii
the president of the southern associatiton.
Miss Murphy of Orlando and
Margaret Combs of Lake Wales
high school will both speak on the
foundation course for public speakin high schools,
iss Augusta B. Center of St.
Petersburg junior college will address the association on "Values of
Choral Speaking."

Original Work Is
Assembly Program

BURTON AND SPROUL PRAISE
"DEAR BRUTUS" IN REVIEWS

AMERICAN
ARTISTS

Rollins Is Visited by
67 Hi School Students

Open Forum to Meet
Tonight at 8 O'clock

Edward M, Davis
Appointed Museum
Director by Holt

Oratorical Contest
To he Held May 17
In Little Theatre

Miami Daily News to
Have Rollins Page

Seminar to Study
French Painters

THE R O L L I N S

TWO

SANDSPUR

HOLLYWOOD
ROUND-UP

Mr. Gowdy's Lob, a role for
which there is no tradition or precedence, was a skillful and distinctive as any work of the evening.
The quaint uniqueness of the little
By ALANSON EDWARDS
By RICHARD BURTON
By HAROLD SPROUL
elfish creature was caught in voice
United Press Staff Corr.
The Poetry Society of Roll:
and body work. If one watched his
Mona Graessle, soprano, assist- Helen Welch, soprano, assisted by
College plans to visit Gainesville HOLLYWOOD (UP)—Joan Blon(Continued from Pare 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
handling of his head and hands
ed by Eleanor Morse, pianist, gave Virginia Orebaugh, pianist, and acthis
Saturday
and
Sunday
for
a
dell
always has been ready to try
as he lay asleep in his chair, act
a senior recital Tuesday evening. companied by Mrs. Emilie Doughthe necessary power to send the
meeting of the Florida c h a p t e r s - almost anything—once.
May 1st, at the Woman's Club, erty, will present a senior recital though not so convincing as the message out into the auditorium, third, one perceived that he was
Rollins,
University
of
Florida,
and
furtive,
haggard
ghost
of
her
own
Back
of her screen versatility is
Mrs. Emilie Dougherty accompan- tomorrow night a t the Woman's
so that an uneasy sense of losing never out of character.
Tallahassee. It is expected that an amazing assortment of real life
ied Miss Greassle on the piano. Club. The program will be as fol- triumph. Perhaps a difficult thing lines resulted. That is the one leI also place very high Eleanor
Betty Childs, president of
the experiences. She's had more jobs
lows:
for
her
to
imagine
herself
in
such
The program was as follows:
White's performance as Margardespair; and difficult
for gitimate criticism I have heand et. In the wistful-humorous wood group, Dorothy Parmlee, John Da- than a last year's college graduI
I
from audiences at the several draPoldowski Gordon Jones to play, freely and mas I have attended. It should be scene she hite the note of a little venport, Maxeda Hess, Marlen Eld- ate.
Invocation to Eros ....Kursteeiner Dansons la Gigue
As the daughter of Ed Blondell,
Apres un Reve
Faure simply, with the daughter of his worked on and corrected, for it is girl compounded of the whimsical, redge, and Professor Burton will
Mona Graessle
famed vaudeville comedian, Joan
Si J'etais Jardinier
Chaminade dream, himself resurrected from about tho only fly in the ointment the loving and the imaginative, make the trip.
II
They will drive up Saturday became a stage actress at four and
rueful sot to the dance of fulVillanelle
dell'Acqua
Prelude from the G minor Engwith
charming
abandon,
and
her
of performances otherwise much
morning, attend an informal tea' traveled the world over. She got
filled fatherhood. Mr. Jones had the
Helen Welch
lish Suite
Bach
above the usual amateur effoi-ts. gay vivacity was most convincing.
in the afternoon, and a formal din- into the "act" as soon as she could
idea and kept it alive but wanted
II
Gavotte
Gluck-Brahms
Student actors have to remember Playing opposite her, Mr. Gordon
ner at night at which Witter Byn- talk and walk.
that
extra
flair
only
possible
to
a
Widmung
Schumann-Liszt Waltz in C sharp minor ....Chopin
that it won't do to wait until, la- Jones, who in the first act when
It was a good act, too, and the
Fantasie Impromptu
Chopin feeling body, trained to freedom. ter, they are warmed up to their we see Dearth slightly under the ner. Professor Burton, and other
Eleanor Morsee
celebrities
will talk. After the din- Blondells were prosperous.
But
the
daughter,
Eleanor
White,
NoVirginia Orebaugh
III
k, have entered more deeply in- influence of liquor, had a difficult ner there will be dancing. Plans body ever expected Johna evor
in name only, was completely a
III
In Questa Tomba Oscura
problem
to
manage—to
make
a
to their parts. An opening impreshave
not
yet
been
definitely
made
child
of
light
and
blood,
once
Miss
would
do
anything
but
act.
But
by
Lotosblume
Schumann
Beethoyen
of grabbing their roles with drunk romantic—gave steadily an
Brahms White got past her opening lines vigor, making their utterance fill increasingly acceptable rendition. for Sunday, but it is certain that the time she was of high school
Le Violette
:
Scarlatti Sandmannchen
the delegates will return sometime
and
found
herself
believing
herself.
vaudeville
was
in
its
early
Voi
lo
sapete
Mascagni
Du Bist die Ruh
Schubert
the theatre is of immense value He was fine in the wood scene, and during the afternoon.
A fine piece of concentrated actdecline. She went to junior callege
Helen Welch
E r 1st Gekommen
Franz
the ensemble effect. Always, let really a t his best in the final moyear and th^n the family forScherzo in E minor ....Mendelssohn ing t h a t justified the tree haunted
Mona Graessle
: add, this vocal underplaying, ments of the piece. That line, "Martunes collapsed.
Grillen
Schumann set of the second act. I wished, in improves and midway in the piece, garet—my God" wa sone of the
IV
both,
especially
Mr.
Newton,
filled
passing,
that
the
mystifying
gauze
Joan's
experiences as a job hunAbends
Schumann
Niads at the Spring
Juon
is well. A proof of the initial most impressive moments of the out the acting possibility of thi
ter began when she waited on taDebussy curtain had not been used so that j
Minstrels
Debussy Danse
faintness of the key was Matey's whole drama.
respective roles. The all-round bles in a restaurant run by her
the
moonlit
spaces
of
the
wood
Virginia
Orebaugh
Etude in E flat minor
Chopin
Of the efficient
performances
first entrance, when Shattuck's
smoothness of such a cast, calls father. Another time she was a
could have had the focussed clarV
Ballade in A flat
Chopin
fine voice rang out in sharp con- turned in by the women, I think
theater usherette. After she got
Flame
Daniel Wolf ity of a dream instead of a con- trast with the half tones preceding Miss Schulten played Mrs. Dearth for strong laudation.
Eleanor Morse
Thinking of this production as to New York on her wits she
Night and the Stars
Townsley ventional cloudiness, but that is it.
V
with an aplomb and authority
a whole, it should breed pride in found work in a candy kitchen and
arguable.
At
any
rate.
Miss
White
The
Crying
of
Water
....Campbell
The Last Song
Rogers
Several individual performances which made the part conspicuous. the high average of the student
or rather Margaret, animated the
for another period in a bookstore.
Pagan Prayer
Crawford The Crying of Water
stand out, where excellence can In essence, she is an actress: trainCompbell-Tipton lonely shadows with a child's love truthfully be asserted. Mr. Shat- ing should do the rest. Marion dramatics at Rollins, and congratu- Likewise, in a department store
Moon Marketing
Weaver
lations that, in every respect, we and a public library.
Bridge and fear and muscular vagaries.
Take Joy Home
Basseti Love Went a-Riding
tuck's butler is one such, and it Morrow, always good, got decided
have under the present direction
Theodore Ehrlich's devoted husBetween jobs she managed to
May 8, next Tuesday night,
is- common knowledge that he can values out of her Joanna Trout,
Jeannette Houghton, contralto, will band was courtly if too heavily be depended on to give a well-night and Ruth Dawson and Frances Hy- a quality of performance, and a win a popularity contest. She was
trained intelligence of purpose the Texas girl (she lived in Texas
present a senior recital a t the Wo- anxious for such a pleasant old professional touch to any part he er, as Mabel Purdie and
Lady
man's Club. She will be assisted by play boy, but he cavorted as the assumes. His Matey had ease, dig- Caroline, did neat bits of work such that without any egotism we for a year or more) who most remay claim favorable comparison sembled Madge Bellamy. Out of
piping bachellor of the wood in a nity and quiet humor.
Vincent Canzoneri, violinist.
and were always in the picture.
with any amateur work known to all this hidge-podge Joan has
delightful
bit
of
gentle
comedy.
Virginia
Shrigley, contralto,
The lovely voice and presence of
me in the country. This is deeply drawn a wealth of experiences
will give a senior recital May 10, Elfreda Winant made him a thorElfreda Winant, as the elderly
by Dorothy Edwards oughly convincing sweet wife, with because the level of the a c t i n g - Mrs. Coade, did much for the cre- gratifying. It makes it the more that enable her to pattern her
The regular weekly Rollins Ra- assisted
exactly the voice and manner of more important, the acting togeth- ation of atmosphere in a play imperative t h a t in t h a t one matter character after people she has redio Hour was presented over sta- Smith, pianist.
tion WDBO on last Friday night,
May 15, Bruna Bergonzi, cellist, one wise in the mothering of hus- er, was so high. Any reservations where atmosphere is of immense of vocalics, we labor until every ally known.
I have depend on the fact that the importance. She was in the opening actor on the Annie Russell stage
April 27th.
will also give a recital at the Wo bands.
"I've never been ashamed that
Marion Morrow, Ruth Dawson Barrie characters are not com- scene undervocalizing her part, can be heard by everybody in the I worked a t anything and everyDue to some trouble in the sta- man's Club. All recitals begin a'
and Frances Hyer did good jobs plex creations; like many of Dick- but in the final act came out audience, all the time a play is un- thing," Joan says now. "Every job
tion, the usual fifteen minute pro- 8:15 promptly.
s' they are hardly more than
derway. By no means do all pro- I had has paid me many times ovwith the shallow pated hussies,
gram was cut to eight minutes. In
grandly, giving the sweet, calm
sognizable appearances blown up
fessionals come up to this ideal.
and Frederick Newton found at
t h a t time, however, the following
graciousness of the role all it callth generalized virtues and vices,
But all the same it is an ideal to
last a legitimate use for his forprogram was presented:
glad I know as much about
ed for. The parts of Mr. Purdie
ensic aplomb as the verbal smooth- and there'fore require an unusual and Mr. Code were in the able be strived for, and it is attainable, people and things as I do. If I
"Dancers of Delphi" by Debussy
ie who dignifies his philandering amount of emphasis of body and hands of Messrs. Frederick New- t the defect is taken seriously hadn't been compelled to go to
played by Charles Clawson. FolWednesday, May 2
:e to point them up. Blessings
nough. Let us therefore try to work, I wouldn't ever have met or
appetite with eloquence.
lowing this. Law Mallard, violinton and Theodore Ehrlich, and
all concerned.
Tschaikowski
ccomplish it.
I have mentioned the whole cast
learned about these folks.
ist, played "Berceuse" by Godard. . March Slave
(requested)
Hazel Bowen, contralto, then sang
Three Songs from the "Rubiyat" ;. Unfinished Symphony..Schubert
p a r t of first movement
with Jack Carter as accompanist.
The program was announced by :. Onaway! Awake, Beloved ....
Coleridge-Taylor
David Bothe.
from Hiawatha's Wedding Feast
Walter Wilcox, tenor
.. Jagged Peaks in the Starlight
J. W. Clokey
from "Mountain Sketches
I.
a)
To
the
Sun
Curran
The Rollins Key Society met at
b) The House by the Side of
the Gamma Phi Beta house last
the
Road
Clark
Wednesday night to initiate the
Mr. Wilcox
twelve new members, and the fol:
Finale,
from
First
Symphony
lowing new officers were elected

Mona Graessle Gives Helen Welch Sings
Burton and Sproul Praise
First in Series of
at Woman's Club
"Dear Brutus" in Reviews
Senior Recitals May 1
Tomorrow Night

Poetry Society To
Visit at Gainesville

Musical Numbers
On Radio Hoar

Organ Vespers

Key Society Elects
New Heads for Year

for next year: Gordon Jones, president; Carol Smith, vice president;
Jean Parker, secretary-treasurer.
The retiring officers are Mary
Butler Longest, president; Mary
Lynn Rogers, vice-president; Olive
Dickson, secretary-treasurer.
After the meeting grape juice
and cookies were served.

Friday, May 4
:iss Martha Marsh, Guest Organist
(Pupil of Mr. Siewert)
G major Fantasia
Bach
Romance Sans Paroles.... Bonnet
Idyll
Kinder
Choral in B minor Cesar Franck

Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega
takes pleasure in announcing t h a t
Cincinnati—Wm. Cooper ProcDr. Newman has accepted its invi- tor, soap manufacturer and philtation to become a patroness of the anthropist, died early today at the
chapter.
Holmes hospital of pneumonia. He
was seventy-two years old. The
wealthy chairman of the Board of
Proctor and Gamble Co., succumbNU-ENAMEL
1 shortly before six a. m.

Bennett
Electric Shop
H2 Park Ave.

Geneva—Local banks here refused further loans to employes of
3. government against their
pay checks today pending assurances from Washington that the
government intends to pay on a
old basis.

Phom

Dollar Cleaners
LET US CLEAN
y O U R CLOTHES
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park

SWIMMERS:—
You can improve your stroke
while swimming in a Jantzen
Bath Suit. $3.65 and up

R. F. Leedy Co.
Sanlando Springs
Central Florida's Beauty

Spot

to Swim, Dance and Picnic
Only 8 miles from Winter Park

L^
PERMANENT WAVES
FOR SPRING

Eda's

The Davis Office
Supply Co.
New and Used Portables
Service on All Typewriters
Phone 4822, 19 E. Pine, Orlando

cowaeit. 19M. B. J.

Watch out for the
signs of jangled nerves
You've noticed other people's
nervous habits—and wondered
probably why such people didn't
learn to control themselves.
But have you ever stopped to
think that you, too, may have
habits just as irritating to other
people as those of the key juggler
or coin jingler are to you ?
And more important than that,

those habits are a sign of jangled
nerves. And jangled nerves are
the signal to stop and check up
on yourself.
Get enough sleep—fresh air
— recreation—and watch yonr
smoking. Remember, you can
smoke as many Camels as you
want. Their costlier tobaccos
never jangle the nerves.

Xttbaoeo Company

TEST YOUR NERVES
Shows 20 ways to test
nerves—all illustrated.
Instructive and amusing ! Try them on your
friends—see if you have
healthy nerves yourself. . . Mail order-blank
below with fronts from
2 packs of Camels. Free
book comes postpaid.

FREE!

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Gompany
Dept. 76-E. WiDMon-Salem. N . C ,
I enclose fronts from 2 packs of Camels,
Send me book of nerve tests postpaid.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from finer, M O R E E X P E N S I V E
T O B A C C O S than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

Street

_

J
SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU W A N T . . .

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

THEY NEVER GET O N YOUR NERVES!

French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

|

Orlando—3176

TUNE IN!

CAMEL CARAVAN with Casa Loma Orchestra, Stoopnagle and Budd, Connie Boswell, Every Tuesday and
Thursday at 9 P. M., E.S.T.—S P. M., C.S.T.—7 P. M., M.S.T.— 6 P. M., P.S.T., over WABC-Columbia
Network

THE
TIME WAITS FOR NO
—MAN SO—
Don't Let a Slow
Watch Fool You

SANDSPUR

" an' I'd honestly have ter yer have ever heard's the name,
"Yes, I do"—no if's, and's or an' never knew anyone by that
but'i —Yes-hir-e, a very pretty name before, yer could tell from
what I've written that I'm a-goin'
No
iee the name Wenona ter say that Wenona is a name
comes in the class of names such that v,Titer would use in poetry, or
othe
ebby,
then mebby I've asked: *'\Vhy that as Indians have, although they may song. It's not what yer might call
name? How did you fust think spell um different, same as these "prosy" in any respect, but you'd
about it " an' the reply is usually, picture play folks spell their's dif- never tire of it as yer might "Lau'Well, I read that name in a story ferent jest ter be, or try ter be rabell," an' most foulks would alan' liked i t so much that I kept uncommon; an' if you look at the ways pronounce it in full, too.
I would say that the name Wethinkin" about it while working pictures in the papers jest above
around the house, an' so when my such names yer will see that they nona would have a quietin' influlittle girl came to us, I was solook the part alright—such names ence on a gal, so she might grow
glad to be able to use that name. as "Lilyan," an' "Kay" (meanin' up ter be a respectable woman—a
Don't you think it's a very pretty Katherine, I suppose), or once woman almost any man could talk
again, "Maybelle." They seem ter ter an' git really half the time in
try uncommonly hard ter git some- on any conversation, he might
thing folks will notice when they start-:-that is, she would be a good
read the papers, but ter my no- listener, an' that's jest half of
tion, it acts jest the opposite. We bein' a good conversationalist, only
are apt ter think of such things some folks ihave never found it
as belongin' ter the circus-merry- out, an' then agin some never will
go-rounds, an' fal-de-rol
stuff" find it out, an' don't want to ar'y
connected with County Fairs, Side
Shows, an' the like.
Wenona is a name that men will
But I'm off my name again, like ter repeat, an' keep repeatin'
though I'm preparin' yer minds, it if they talk ter yer fer any
so ter speak, ter appreciate it ter length of tiriie; whereas if yer
the fullest extent. It makes no dif- name was Sadie, they wouldn't say
ference even if it is the fust time it more than half as often in the
same length of time, conversationally I mean.
Yer see, yer could sing a song
I
FOOD
f
about Wenona if you're musical ter
For All times
some extent. Jest try the song
and All Places
"Juanita" an' put in the name of
Wenona instead, an' yer will see
AT
it works out alright: Nita, JuanHAIR DRESSER
ita, ask thy soul if we should part,
Featuring the very latest in
Nona, Wenona, lean thou on my
Big Food Marl^et
Permanent Waving
heart.
West Amelia and Railroad
9 WASHINGTON St. ARCADE
Seems ter me, the wimmen who
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
answer ter this name all their
—ORLANDO—
Phone 3522
lives should be somewhat, yes,
quite a bit leanin' toward the sentimental side of life. They would
like poetry, music, an' appreciate
all the better things of life. They
won't be as aggressive as a Matilda, possibly, they will likely
speak in a low voice, an' if they
are very nei-vous a t times they
will keep it on the inside, fer the
name has kept up its quietin' influence all along.
As a girl, Wenona would pick
her boy friends very carefully, an'
if they didn't measure up ter a
high standard, well, she'd drop
'unii—not in a slam-bang fashion,
but let 'um slide slowly an' easily
jest as you'd push a canoe into the
water. She'd be careful not ter
hurt anybody's feelin's too unless
aroused ter extreme tension, an'
thn, well, I'd say it wouldn't be
best ter let her know you intended
ter play a practical joke on her
in public, or private, fer if yer
did, Wenona, bein's as strong a

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
WENONO
Do yer know, I've found out by
investigation that mothers are
many times largely responsible fe
the names children have ter ans
wer ter all their lives. They git te
thinkin', so some mothers have
told me, that: "If ever I have a
girl her name shall be 'Wenona

E23
Grover Morgan
In Bennett Electric Shop
Expert Swiss and
Watch Repa

THE NEW

Keds

Kcds for Women—
Kcds for Men—
High Keds—Low Keds

CHARLES
WRIGHT

The Sportster
•ess Oxford for
klen. White crepe sole and white
saddle over the instep.

Dust hops off the new Palm
Beach
Suits. Doesn't cling
A-tall, because the un-fuzzy fibres of Palm Beach resist dirt.
Treat yourself to the cool cleanliness of Palm Beach.

$1.95

$18.50

R. C.Baker, Inc.
"at the corner,
downtown"

ROLLINS

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO

THLKSDAY AND KKIDAY
Gay as a night in June—Bright as a new dol
Iar—the makers of "Sunny Side Up
another triumph. Music and fun

SPENCER TRACY — JOHN BOLES
"PAT" PATTERSON
Herbert Mundin-Harry Green

'Bottoms U p "

arranged by CBS and the British
Coming Events
Thursday, May 3 at 2:30 p. m.-~ Broadcasting Corporation, and to
Oswald Garrison Villard, editor be heard simultaneously in Amerand publisher of The Nation, will ica and Great Britain.
discuss "Youth and War" during
Saturday, May 5, at 5:45 p. m.—
the National Student Federation The 60th running of the Kentucky
program.
Derby. Thomas Bryan George, CBS
Thursday, May 3 at 7:30 p. m.— turf expert, will describe the runDistinguished pianist in guest ap- ning of the famous American claspearance. Mischa Levitzki will ex- sic and Ted Husing^, will picture the
hibit his virtuosity for "The Voice colorful crowd and the atmosphere
of the event, direct from the track
of America."
Friday, May 4, a t 11:30 p. m.—' at Churchill Downs.
Celebrities pick favorites in pre- Sunday, May 6, at 5:45 p. m.—
George, CBS turf expert, and Ted "Poet's Gold" returns to the air.
Husing will invite all and sundry The vibrant voice and poetic apprederby broadcast. Thomas Bryan ciation of David Ross will again
of the statesmen, sportsmen, and be heard over CBS, with the first
other celebrities on hand a t the on the weekly series on this date.
Kentucky hotel in Louisville, a Emery Deutsch and his orchestra
principal gathering place for the will supply a melodious background
Derby fans, to name their favor- for the poetry readings.
ites in the Kentucky Derby to be
Sunday, May 6, at 8:00 p. m.—
run the following day.
Jane Cowl in "Smilin' Through."
Saturday, May 5 at 2:20 p. m.— Tihe distinguished American actDouglas Fairbanks from London. ress will give a scene from her
The two American screen favor- famous play, of which she is coites and a host of English film ce- author with Jane Murfin, in a
lebrities will be heard when the
guest performance with Ward's
Columbia network presents a mi(Continued on page 5)
crophone visit to the "Hollywood"
of England. The broadcast will originate in the Imperial Studios at
NEW STATIONERY
Elstree, London, during the filming of the "Private Life of Don Choose any one of the fifty or
more exclusive styles we are
Juan."
now showing and we will print
it with your name and address
Saturday, May 5 at 4:00 p. m.—
or monogram for $1.00.
Oxford-Columbia Transatlantic debate. Oxford and Columbia Universities will argue free trade in an
international intercollegiate debate

For HER on May 13th

Saturday Only
Robcrt Monlgomery in
"MYSTERY OF MR. X"

SABYGRAND

FOSGATE'S

miCROPHONICS

We Have the Best
WHITMAN'S

MAT. 25c
NITE 35c

name as it is poetical—well, yer
would need ter watch out, fer Wenona would never fergit, even if
she forgave—she would expect yer
ter do the right thing; play the
game of life on the square, jest as
she does, always on the square.
Yes, I'd say Wenona fer a name
would certainly bring out a "trueblue" character, but she'd never
sing a "blue song," or sing off key
ar'y one.
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FREE DELIVERY

The Winter P a r k
Pharmacy

Luncheon and Dinner
75c and $1

L

Bridge Parties and Banquets
PHONE ORLANDO 5461 FOR RESERVATIONS

TIME

TO

SWIM

WATERWITCH CLUB
On Lake Conway
Big Dock, Lighted for Night Swimming

Gentheric
Belcano
Elizabeth Arden
Beauty Preparations

The Rollins Sandspur

On Lyman Avenue

at the

WE HANDLE

Phone 16

Whistling Kettle

ERRYDEL

IT'S

COLONIAL
'HONE 402

Rollins Press Store

TENNIS COURT
Brilliantly lighted for Night Play
South Fern Creek Drive and Lake Conway

! !

Free DeliveBy

15c PER PERSON

!!

SALE!

Reaching a Student Body
That is Unusually
Inclined to
BUY!

SILK SUITS — WHITE AND PASTELS
NEW DARK PRINTS

SPORTS DRESSES
Stripes and Plain Colors
COMPLETE

LARGE

BIG

COLLEGE

ALUMNI

WINTER PARK

COVERAGE

FOLLOWING

CIRCULATION

$14.50
Formerly $19.50 to $22.50

Investigate Our Advertising

FRANCES SLATER

Rates

Orange Avenue, Orlando

V O T E FOR
Elect the candidate who has two more
vears in which to work for the good of
ROLLINS

D O R O T H Y

S M I T H vice-president
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Follow thegirl
Rollins
tradition
in the
office! and put a
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Rollins Sandspur
Published Weekly By Students Of Rollins
Established in 1894 with the following
•ditorial: "Unassuming yet mighty; sharp
and pointed, -well-rounded yet
many sided, assiduously t e nacious, yet as gritty and
I energetic as its name implies,
|z:l victorious in single combat
and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive, in circulation: all
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."
Members of United Press
Member Winter Park Chamber of Commerce
Telephone 271-W
Entered as second class matter November
24, 1925, a t the post office a t Winter Park,
Florida, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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CONQUISTADORES OF FLORIDA
In addition to her other attributes, Florida is particularly' rich in Conquistadores.
They stride fully armed from the parchment of four main "Florida collections"
(the Library of Congress, Lowery, Ayer
and Connor). So today, when the Spanish
Institute holds its "Cervantes celebration"
at Winter Park, a large company of heroes
will be present, including Ponce de Leon,
Cabeza de Vaca, Hernando de Soto, Tristen de Luna and the baffling founder of
St. Augustine, Pedro Menendez of Aviles.
I t is striking that some of the most a s toundingly durable wanderers of the golden
age of exploration got their start in Florida. Spanish times there are far from remote, so to speak, and the state is awaking
with zest to an informed appreciation of
its adventurous past. Wliere Peru had five
Pizarros, Mexico Orijalva and Cortes, Chile
Almagro and Guatemala Alvarado, Florida
had an array of curiously different captains, yet all ruthless and tenderly religious, treacherous and honorable, devout and
full of hate; h e r Fountain of Youth lay beyond Massacre Inlet.
If one were to choose a type of Florida
Conquistador from the long list now being
studied in the new light of freshly translated old documents, that man well might
be Menendez, brilliant but debated figure
in the Spanish colonial history of our country, who conquered, explored and began to
settle th romantic southern coast. He wa^
captain of the Armada of the Indies and
bore the illustrious title Adelantado of the
King, given to those indomitable navigators who were "explorers of distant lands
and governors of frontier provinces." Menendez won it as a reward for his work in
Florida. Like his co-conquerers, he believed
himself divinely called to slaughter infidels
and with pride and satisfaction he trapped
and killed the brave Hugenot captain, Jean
Ribaut, discoverer of the St. Johns River.
Like his co-conquerors, he was a fanatic, a
fighter, a genius.
It remains forever strange that men so
well acquainted with life and human nature as were Menendez and his contemporaries in discovery should have thought
that religious beliefs could be changed by
force of arms, for otherwise they were realists—level-headed, exceedingly hard-boiled.

But it was typical of the visionary that
toward the end of his life Menendez wrote,
"And after the salvation of my soul there
is nothing in this world that I desire more
than to see myself in Florida, to end my
days saving souls." This from the commander who promptly cut with his great
sword the chain of Dartmouth harbor in
order that his fleet might enter to find
a refuge from the storm! The yellowed r e cords of Florida's long Spanish period of
conquest and conversion, now being made
readable for the public instead of scholars
only, as heretofore, are full of such contradictions in character.—New York Herald Tribune, April 22.

OTHER EDITORIALS
GOLD IN T H E SEA
Likely the most interesting story to come
out of the recent meeting of the American
Chemical Society in St. Petersburg, Florida,
was the astounding forecast of Thomas
Midgley, Jr., vice president of the Ethyl
Gasoline Corporation, t h a t within ten years
the world shall probably see gold mined
from the waters of the ocean. Mr. Midgley
estimated that the gold in seawater a t present prices is worth about $25,000,000 per
cubic mile. If it could be extracted from
all of the water of the earth's surface, it
would make a mountain of precious metal
worth the amazing figure of seven and a
half quadrillion dallars. ($7,500,000,000,000,000.)
Talk of this kind has been heard before,
of course. In general, however, the idea of
taking precious metals from the sea is
similar to the belief that the atom can be
tapped for electrical energy. The gold and
power are indisputably there, but the cost
of getting a t them by any known method
is so great that there would be little or
no profit.
Mr. Midgley's prophecy is different. The
Dow Chemical Company, working with the
Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, has actually
perfected a process for extracting a n important and valuable chemical, bromine,
from seawater.
The possibilities o | seawater a s a source
of metals and chemicals is by no means
limited to bromine and gold. There are
probably traces of every known element
in the sea. Among those that have been
detected are silver, iodine, lead, strontium,
flourine, chlorine, copper, lithium, nickel,
cobalt, iron, zinc, manganese, sulphur, magnesium, radium, phosphorus, tin, potassium,
canadium, and silicon.
The fact that the most valuable of these
are more dilute than gold or bromine would
necessitate the handling of tremendous
quantities of water. This will probably
make i t necessary to extract them a s byproducts of bromine, making the successful bromine process bear the expense.—
—Purdue Exponent.
T H E WISECRACKING STUDENT
In many of the classes that we attend, it
is noticeable that there is usually some one
or two persons who do a lot more talking
than anyone else. I t would not be so bad if
they had something to say but the usual
contribution is merely a wise-crack or pun.
We are told that all of us must pass
through what is called a "smart age," or
an age where we wish attention and want
people to laugh a t what we say. I t is generally conceded, however, t h a t we pass
through that age before we are old enough
to enter college.
These individuals do for a fact get peo-

ROLLINS

SANDSPUE

BOUND TO BE READ
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
B. Traven spins a hard-boiled realistic
story of the sea in "The Death Ship" (Alfred A. Knopf) which makes exciting and
spine chilling reading. Traven starts out
with his American sailor boy from N'Orleans, sails the Atlantic with him to Antwerp and there maroons him. A sailor with
out a ship, caught without cash andminus
identification papers, the hero of this novel
begins his series of picaresque adventures
by wandering through Europe.

The adventure, once our hero is abroad,
has just begun. The book is strong fare
for those who like their sea-yarns told in
strong language. I t is a "must" for readers of sea stories and a find for anyone
who enjoys tales of adventure.

"Wild Deer," by R. Hernekin Baptist
(John Day) is a deep psychological novel
of a n educated Negro's fight for recognition by the white man, not as a social equal
but as a great artist whose abilities transcend the "color line."
The author, a South African, has caught,
quite expertly, the philosophy of a Negro
educated in America and atempting to understand the life of his jungle cousins.
Robert de La Harpe, welcomed in music salons of America and Europe, comes
to Africa where he grows disillusioned by
the antagonism of the white colonists and
the approximate slavery of the native mineworkers. He goes to live with a native
tribe in the hinterland. Here, where the
white man has not yet forced his customs,
laws and beliefs on the natives, the singer
finds happiness.
It is a moving picture of race conflict
that is set forth in this book, which is recommended to the reader who seeks something different.

jBy Dean Charles A. Campbell
GIVE AND TAKE

"Freely ye have received, freely give!"
Obligation flows out of privilege. The universe is organized on the principle of reciprocity. I t is woven into the constitution of
things. Nature demands the maintenance
of equilibrium. Many refuse to recognize
its necessity, for the temptation to take
and to keep is both appealing and insistent, but the evil consequences are unescapable. I t is a betrayal of nature*s trust.
It is dishonorable because it is essentially
unfair. I t is a defiance of the rules of the
game. Life has no forgiveness for those
who, eager to get, refuse to give. The universe is against that attitude and condemns
it by debasing the offender. We are punished not for our sins, but by our sins.
The penalty of greed is sterility- He who
will not give shall not keep. Nature is nevI er frustrated in the long r u n ; she inflicts

the appropriate penalty. The Dead Sea
takes all, gives nothing in return and is
dead indeed. You can not cheat nature;
you can cheat only yourself.
To translate life in terms of mere possession rather than of benefaction is to
forfeit the supreme gladness. It is pleasant, it is blessed to receive, no one will
deny that, but it is more blessed to give;
it is more thrilling, it is more satisfying.
Perhaps man ?s never so like God a s when
he creates and gives. Tc* abstain from giving is to abjure life's richest experience.
Ruskin said, " I do not wonder a t what
men suffer; I wonder a t what men lose";
and a greater than Ruskin declared, "He
that saveth his life shall lose it." There is
no final moral profit in selfishness.
I t is possible for us to go through life
bemoaning the meagerness of our resources. There is no virtue in crying over our
handicaps. The value of life is not determined by the talents we possess but by the
power we expend. Perhaps after all the real
work of the world has been done by "men
of average assets but of more than average patience, faith and concentration. All
of us possess unusued power. In every life
are untilled and unproductive areas. We
must learn how to use our unused selves.
Only when the totality of our being is
awakened and employed are we able to
fulfill our possibilities as sons and daughters of the universal Father, for eternal giving is the changeless habit of God.

A smight be supposed, the most
consistently named sponsor (query
made as to WHO SPONSORS
THIS PROGRAM?) was Pepsodent, with Amos and Andy, rating
947 correct and 167 unknown or
wrong. Others a t the top were in
the order named, Chase and Sanborn (Eddie Cantor). Maxwell
House (Show Boat), Texaco, (Ed
Wynn), and Fleischman's (Vallee).
Surprisingly low in the list were
Kraft Cheese with Paul Whiteman,
for whom they got credit from only
We can't resist a Postview this I known as razzberry, and still more 29 per cent of the listeners, and
week, the subject of such rare oc known as the Bronx cheer, h Camel, whom only 20 per cent reccurrence in the column to be The henceforward barred from the sil ognized as sponsor of Casa Loma.
House of Rothschild.
verscreen by a Will H. Haysian Even Bing Crosby for Woodbury's,
If there is any doubt that here edict. The ruling grew out of the Burns and Allen for Robert Bums,
and Joe Penner for Fleischman's
is a four-star, A-1, top-rung pro^ increasing tendency of prod'
duction, let it be dispelled, for this directors, authors, actors, or some all rated below 44 per cent.
is an ace among aces and ranks body, to include the impolite sa—PPP—
with Queen Christina, Catherine lutes in the scripts of even the
To finish off, here are the most
the Great, and Henry the VIII as most dignified pictures, and fol- popular songs of the week on the
the honor snatchers of the year.
lows close upon the heels of a simi- air, with the number of renditions
Most everyone has seen it ere lar ban recently placed on the mi- of each on the three national
now, so there is little to be accom- crophone by radio censors. If you chains: A Thousand Goodnights,
plished by a review, but perhaps a ever heard the bird being given ou 31, Riptide, 20, Somebody Cares,
"Did You Notice" sort of thing the screen in that manner again, 19, The House is Haunted, 19, and
.'t be amiss. F o r instance, did you may enjoy the thrill of know- Broken Dreams, Love Thy Neighyou notice the clever way in which ing it a s a bootleg products.
bor, Ought to be in Pictures, deadthe bold, bad language of the Duke
—ppp—
locked with 17 each.
of Wellington was suggested and
If you care to look forward into
yet omitted, simply by having him the summer's fare, this list will Famous Barnum Clown Brings
politely quoted as saying 'That set you off to a good start. Most
Dixie Chorus to CBS
d^sh-dash-dash-dash Napoleon' and of these films are just getting well
Uncle Bob Sherwood, last of the
then later showing him using the started on the road to production, Barnum clowns, will celebrate his
same expression himself when you some are actually one-third fin-1 78th birthday by bringing his popcould freely imagine the real epi- hed, and a choice few are in the ular Dixie Circus" back to the ;
thets that must have flowed . . . final stages of filming. In my case in a new series of WABC-Columand the wise restraint with which
they represent the early
broadcasts to be heard each
fun-poking a t the Semitic race was
chief output.
Monday from 5:45 to 6:15 p. m.
indulged . . . and the stirring manFor example, there is One starting May 7. Frank Novak
ner in which the scope of the bankNight of Love, with operatic Grace and his novelty orchestra, Bradley
ing House of Rothschild was picimitator
Moore opposite Tullio Carminati; Barker, famous animal
turized . . . and the proper proThe World Moves On. with Fran- and a cast of talented child actors
nunciation of the name Roths-child
chot Tone; Grand Canary, Warner will be heard with the noted clown.
with the full three consonant
Baxter's opportunity with Madge Uncle Bob, who is known to chilsounds in the middle. Mrs. Arliss'
Evans; another Charlie Chan epi- dren throughout the country for
characterization of the ansode, this one about his courage, his dramatic programs recreating
cient mother, to whom belonged
with Warner Oland again in the the atmosphere of the Big Top,
prize line, "You know the Lord
has polished up his old calliope as
role of the ubiq
't take me a t 80 if he can get
100 ..Percent ..Pure, with Harlow, the latest addition to Columbia's
at a hundred" . . . and M
instrumental collection. Novak has
Tone
and
Barrymore
(
L
)
;
the
own change of voice, a
assembled a real circus band, and
variation from the famous Arliss recent best seller mystery. Dash
Barker has increased his imitatinflection that has stamped each iell Hammett's The Thin Man, wit!
ing repertoire by simulating the
of his previous roles . . . and last William Powell and Myma Loy;
sounds of all animals seen in Frank
ly but not leastly, Loretta Young', Cleopatra, with Claudette Colbert
Buck's latest movie "Wild Cargo".
and
Warren
William;
and
Thank
charming conception of the young
Sponsored by the makers of Dixie
Rothschild daughter, a thoroughly Your Stars, with Jack Oakie and
Cups, the weekly broadcasts will
beautiful little bit of characteri- Old Maestro Bernie somewhere in
be heard over Columbia outlets in
the background.
zation all its own.
the following cities: New York,
I Loved an Actress finds MenBoston, Albany, Chicago, Wash_ppp_
jou opposite Elissa Landi; FamFor some unknown, or a t any ily Man is Richard Dix's next after ington, Baltimore, Detroit,

Previews
GORDON
postvi'ews
plainviews

Prom country to country he travels,
hounded by police and hunger. Finally he
winds up in Spain, the land of sunshine and
plenty, and there leads a carefree life. One
day he sights a scarred, paintless old tramp
in port. Drawn to it by some fatal and mysterious attraction, he finally ships aboard
the Norrike and finds too late that he has
signed on a "death ship."
A death ship it
is explained, is a vessel engaged in illegitimate enterprise such as gun-running, where
the crew, dregs of the ocean, slave and die
without protection of their legal rights.

THE CHAPEL TOWER LIGHT

Much evil has been done to us, but we
must remember, much has been done for
us. Other men have labored and we are entered into their labors. We are more than
their descendants, we are their heirs. Our
fathers* deprivations and struggles and heroisms and conquests have come down
through the years in the form of priceless
assets of truth and of opportunity. Our
heritage has been paid for in sweat and
tears and blood. All the great thoughts and
ideals and institutions of the past are accessible. We are the children of privilege:
we are debtors. The only limits set upon
our possessions are the limitations of our
capacity.

Wayne King's incomparable music
is now reaching its full proportions and may be had locally a t
nine on Sundays, competing, incidentally, with the Gulf hour just
cited . . . other nights a t various
hours, six per week, the waltz king
is on some one of the three big
networks in addition to his nightly
appearance over WGN, Chicago, on
the Aragon-Trianon dance hour at
10:30, dial setting 720 . . . The
First Nighter program, a weekly
series of original plays has renewed its contract for the fifth
consecutive year, and the A & P
Gypsies are to continue for their
tenth, the latter being one of the
oldest commercial hours on the
air.
—ppp—
A recent survey in some dozen
cities revealed the fact that in a
representative cross-section of the
listening populace, no radio program, however popular and famous, rates over 80 per cent listener recognition of sponsor.

pie to laugh a t some of the things they say
and do. They do not realize, however, that
they are laughed a t because the things they
say and do are so simple that the smiles develop partly in ridicule.
It is granted that some of our classes are
not so interesting, however, we must stop
to consider t h a t in all probability there is
someone in the class who is trying to get
something out of what the professor is saying. We are not required to take the average course and if we enter for loafing purposes only it would be much more profitable to pick the Nook or some other hangout where we can smoke. Remember it
costs you about seven dollars a semester
for every hour you are carrying and if you
throw away all that you might gather from
a three hour course you toss away over
twenty dollars. It is your money but why
waste the time of others by your wisecracks.
—The Franklin.

rate unpublished reason, the picture has been banned from France.
The motive behind the exclusion
is probably based on both political strife and anti-Hollywood sentiment of the Parisian powers that
be, but it all seems rather futile
and silly.

Stingaree; Clive Brook and Diana
Wynward are again together in
'Red' Nichols and his "Pennies"
Sour Grapes; Ann Harding finds popular dance orchestra, will be
herself with John Boles in Vergie heard over the WlABC-Columbia
Winters; and finally. The DuBarry network twice a week from the
reaches the screen, with Dolores Walled Lake Casino, Walled Lake,
Del Rio, Osgood Perkins, and a Mich., starting Sunday, April 29,
strong supporting cast to lend it from 11:00 p. m. to 11:30, Sunstrength.
—PPP—
days and Wednesdays. Nichols and
President Roosevelt is revealed
original "Five Pennies" first
—PPP—
to be one of the nation's greatest
The Baer-Carnera fight is al- won recognition more than a decmovie fans. In the period of a litady fixed for the a i r under Kraft ade ago through their extensive
tle over a year since his inaugura- Cheese sponsorship, with a figure phonograph recordings. The ortion, the chief executive has view- of $15,000 placed on the broad- chestra has grown both in size
ed no less than 83 full length pic- casting privilege—and the
and popularity since that time and
tures and some 70 or more short contracts for the battle are to be has been occupied with theatre,
ibjects a s well a s about 500 news let following the reception of seal- dance and radio
performances.
ed bids up to May seventh. . . Look Nichols, known as one of the counEverything from the aforemen- ing away into the future we can try's leading jazz trumpeters, contioned Arliss to palsy-walsy Mae see Eddie Cantor on the airwaves ducts and plays the trumpet with
West has come under the White for Pebecco next F e h m a p y and his orchestra. In recent years the
Hosue inspection, and the executive the following fall, while Joe Pen- band has toured extensively, playprojection room was busiest dur ner takes over his time honored ing in vaudeville and in leading
ing the times of greatest nationa spot under the Chase and Sanborn hotels throughout the country. In
strife, thus going to prove that per- banner this coming winter . . . . the theatre Nichols has conducted
haps music isn't all that soothes Again in the present, the Sunday the orchestrations of George Gerthe savage breast. "Gabriel Over evening Gulf program looks good shwin's Broadway j^roductioms,
the White House" and "The Fight- for the summer, with international "Strike Up the Band" and "Girl
ing President," both released last hookups bringing stars from Eu- with his orchestra in "Rain or
year, each came in for two unreel- ropean capitals planned, artists to Crazy," and has also appeared
ings and were the only two films include Harry Lauder, Gertrude Shine," the "Vanities," and John
Lawrence, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Murray Anderson's "Almanac."
thus honored.
Roosevelt is said to feel that the and possibly Noel Coward and Two years ago the band was feacinema entertainment of the coun- Lunt-Fontanne. On May the sixth, tured for several months over the
try is one of the best mirrors of next Sunday, a t 9:30, Joan Craw- Columbia network in broadcasts
its public sentiment and tastes, and ford and Pranchot Tone appear on from the Park Central Hotel, New
to believe that through that me- preview scene from their picture, York. The Nichols orchestra is esdium he can get closer to the peo- Sadie McKee" and other stars pecially popular with radio listen' ers in the midwest, where its theme
ple. Someone said that the Presi- are set for later weeks.
dent "is sold on the idea of the influence of films on the American
people."
_ppp_
The lip raspberry, more properly

Old Gold lays off for the sum- song, "The Wail of the Wind,"
mer today but will return
the with its torrid trumpet interpofall
the drop leaves Camel and lations, has lately become one of
Chesterfield still on Columbia . . . t h e air's best known musical lathe Lady Esther Serenade, with bels.

THE

Internationalists
Entertained By
Student Speakers
At the meeting of the International Relations Club Thursday,
April 28, Carol Smith gave a review of Sherwood Eddy's "Challenge of the East," which tells of
current conditions in India, China,
Japan, the Philippines and Jerusalem. This was followed by a general discussion on Turlcey. Haya
Nedgjet, Turkish student, answered questions put to him by members of the club.

Hungry, but in a
Hurry?
Drop in for a Minute and
a Sandwich.
We are Alreadys Ready!

Witching

Hour

Phone 88

The talk generally revolved
about three main questions con
cerning Turkey, namely the soc
ial, economic and political aspects
Nedgjet explained that educa
tion was free in Turkey. A person
was required to attend school for
at least five years. Since the war
the population of Turkey is about
50 millions of people; the number
of women greatly exceeds the number of men as a direct cause of
the war. Military service is required of all boys, for two years,
Hedgjet said.
The form of government in Turkey Nedgjet referred to as State
Socialism. All the railroads are
under state control, many of the
clothing industries, the sugar factories and the banks are also under
state conrtol.
The religion of Turkey is exclusively Mohammedan. Other sects
are not excluded from society but
they have no place in the government or in the administration.

Andy's Garage
Expert Servicing
Batteries a Specialty
22S Church St.

Phone 319-W

NELLY DON

A bridge for the Rollins alumni
and scholarship funds will be given at the Colonial Orange Court
hotel Saturday, May 5, at 2r30 p.
Miss Elinor Estes is general
chairman and has announced the
following as chairmen of various
committees for the bridge.
Mrs. Walter W. Rose, refreshments; Mrs. John N. P. Huttig,
prizes; Mrs. Carol Langston, tables;? Miss Jeanne Carter, score
pads; Mrs. William N. Ellis, publicity; Miss Mitzi Mizener, serving,
assisted by two girls from each
sorority at Rollins.
Sale of tickets and table reservations are being handled by Mrs.
Cyrus Shary of Orlando, and Miss
Gwen Bartholomew, Winter Park.
Only one political party rules
in Turkey. In 1930 another party
came in but it proved troublesome
so the government decided to have
but one.
ADVERTISE IN
THE SANDSPUR

We Have the Best of
"DOLLAR WINDOWS"
for your inspection

knows

"Opposite the Depot"

Striped
^Jjifnity

Meat Market

SANDSPUR

FVn

Round Table on "Women and
Wealth." Bety Childs acted as leader and Dr. Evelyn Newman, who
was presented, stimulated the discussion with her interesting comments.
"Women and Wealth," the third
study under the Chi Omega Service Fund, deals with the economic
status of American Women. This
book was published in January,
1934, at the University of Chicago where Mary Sydney Branch, instructor in Economics at Western
College, was a fellow.
Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma takes pleasure in
announcing the initiation of Maxeda Hess of Winter Park on Saturday, April 28th.
Mrs. H. E. Oesterling and Miss
Helen Steinmetz entertained at
the former's home with a buffet
supper for the chapter in honor of
the new member following the initiation service.
Miss Helen Steinmetz honored
the officers of the chapter with a
luncheon at Perrydell on' April 28.
Advertise in the Sandspur

tertained about twenty guests at
an informal party at the chapter
house. The rooms were artistically
decorated with balloons. Punch and
cookies were served in the dining
room. Among the guests were: David Schrage, Jack McGaffin, Thomas Johnson, Ben Kuhns, Linton
Malone,
Chick
Prentice, Ben
Rowe, Eldridge Robinson, Jim Holden, Richard Lee, John McFarlen,
Stewart Eaton, Bonar Collinson,
Charles Allen, Winthrop Brubaker,
Alfred McCreary, Dwight Poster,
and Joe Lichenstein.
Mrs. George Schulten, housemother, chaperoned the occasion.

Sun. Service to be
Music and Readings
The Morning Meditation Sunday will be a service "In Appreciation of Nature," and will be
composed of music and readings
by students. There will be no sermon. The choir will render two
appropriate anthems. Hazel Bowen will sing "O Divine Redeemer"
and Bruce Dougherty will sing a
solo, the words of which were written by Dean Campbell.

MICROPHONICS
(Continued .from Page 3)
Family Theater, in the first of its
half-hour periods at a new time.
Monday, May 7 at 5:45 p. m.—
Premiere: Dixie Circus. First
broadcast of the series announced
elsewhere in this release.
Monday, May 7 at 8:30 p. m.—
Ernest Truex, one of the American stage's outstanding masters
brow-beaten husband in an original sketch by David Freedman for
of light comedy, will appear as a
his return appearance as a guest
star of "The Big Show."
Wednesday, May 9, at 3:00 p. m.
—"Spanning the World." Engineers of RCA Communications will
cooperate with CBS technicians in
staging a program revealing behind the scenes operation of globe
girlding radio
communications,
during which listeners will eavesdrop on major radio centers of the
world. Listeners will be taken to
the RCA receiving station at Riverhead, Long Island, where RCA
engineers, will "bring in" England,
France, Germany, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Spain,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Hungary,

Belguim and Switzerland. A switch
over will also be made to Bolinas,
California, where RCA maintains
a station for Pacific communication. Attempts will be made to establish contact with Japan, China,
the Philippines, Indochina, and the
East Indies.
CBS to cover Walker Cup matches from St. Andrews. Eye witness
accounts of the Walker Cup matches at St. Andrews, Scotland, between teams of leading British and
American amateurs, will be broadcast over CBS at 12:25 p. m. Friday, May 11, and at 3:10 p. m.,
Saturday, May 12. Bernard Darwin, grandson of the great scientist and dean of British golfers,
will be at the microphone.
There's nothing new under the
sun as Frank Black, NBC music
director recently found. Black had
his symphony orchestra stand up
during a recent broadcast. He believed it was a new idea, but a
visitor to the Museum of the City
of New York found an old Currier
and Ives print there showing an
orchestra playing while standing
up.
Until they got on the air, the
Landt's of Land Trio and White
heard on NBC, thought theirs a
family of limited numbers. They
were the only Landts in their home
town of Seranton, Pa.,

The clean Center Leaves
e mi

C. L. Pruyn

her lines!

ROLLINS

Estes Chairman for
Chi Omega News Phi Mus Entertain
Benefit Bridge held
With Formal Party
At the regular chapter meeting
By Rollins Alumni Monday night, Chi Omega held a Sunday night the Phi Mus en-

SANITARY
WE DELIVER
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Mariam's Beauty
Shop
All Branches of Beauty
•Culture
For Appointment Phone 113

Andre Beauty Salon

THE BOOKERY
It's time to plan to take
home the books written by
our "local authors."
STUDENTS
We Have Them
T-H-E H-A-U-N-T-E-D
B-O-O-K S-H-O-P
Nefty

Don

takes

the

crisp hire of cool d i m ity . .

. adds thie slim

sweeping

streamlines

of diagonal stripes . . .
atid the result's a frock
to malce you look (and
feel) buoyantly y o u n g !

Chili and Tasty
Bar-B-Q

Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

Rendezvous

Incidentally, this is a
"first

time"

for

b'iis

fitto quality d i m i t y at

North City Limits of
Winter Park

W

H E R E V E R the finest tobaccos grow
—in o u r o w n Southland, in T u r k e y ,
in Greece—all over t h e world, we gather
the very C r e a m of the tobacco Crops for
L u c k y Strike. A n d that means oniy the clean
center leaves. T h e centerleavesarethe mildest leaves — they taste better and farmers
are paid h i g h e r prices for t h e m . T h e s e
clean center leaves are the only ones used

the very l i t t l e sum of

l]_95
JUST TRY ONE ON
SECOND FLOOR

Dickson-Ives
Orange Avenue—Orlando

Rollins Chocolate
Shop Dining Room
Plate Lunch, Noon

25c

Dinner, Night

35c

We Use Fresh Vegetables
Exclusively

in m a k i n g Luckies. T h e n " I t ' s toasted"—
for throat protection. A n d every L u c k y is
fully packed with these choice t o b a c c o s m a d e r o u n d a n d firm, free f r o m loose
ends —that's w h y Luckies " k e e p in cond i t i o n " — w h y y o u ' l l find t h a t L u c k i e s
do n o t d r y ont —an important point to
every smoker. N a t u r a l l y , L u c k i e s a r e
always in all-ways k i n d to your throat.

" I t ' s toasted"
y Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

MOTHERS D.W—M.4Y 13TH
Send Florida Flowers to HER
GLADIOLAS — LILIES — DAISIES
ont Special Delivery and arrive in perfect condition—Fri

LUCY

LITTLE

Only the Center Leaves—these

Jsr

are the Mildest

Leaves
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TAR MERMEN TOP U. OF FLORIDA, 34-32
X Club, Kappa Phi Sigma's Regain Ground In Diamond Ball
Tar Baseball Club
RACE TIGHTENS;
Goes Into Training
FORMER LOSERS
For U. ofRorida Tilt
VANQUISH RIVALS
Support

in Field Fails Johnny Doyle
Crucial Game; Karnopp
In Second
Tilt

The second half of the diamond
iball tourney started off with a
bang Tuesday afternoon, with two
major reversals in the play. The
X Club defeated the big Eed Kappa Alpha team in a see-saw contest by the score of 6-5, while the
Kappa Phi Sigmas avenged their
former defeat and downed the Theta Kappa Nu ball tossers to the
tune of 6-4. Airtight pitching featured both games, and clean bits
were far and few between.

as K. A's.
Stars

Drop

still trailing by one run. Hits by
Moore and Howe, placed two men
on base, but in the meantime there
had been two putouts. Then George
Ganson poked out a long single
and put the game on ice.
The second game of the afternoon, between Kappa Phi Sigma
and Theta Kappa Nu, was the biggest upset of the Diamond ball
season thus far. Kingsley Karnopp
starred for the victors, with four
i n n n i n ^ of air tight pitching and
a homerun in the sixth canto. In
the first inning, after holding the
Thetas scoreless, the Kappa Phi
Sigs got off to a flying start and
scored three runs. In the second
canto they downed the losers in
one, two, three order and at their
turn at bat boosted their lead by
two more runs.

The KA-X Club fest started off
the afternoon with the X Club
jumping into the lead in the first
Inning with a three run lead. They
added another run to this in the
second inning while the KAs remained scoreless. Fast fielding and
pitching by hot hteams prevented
further scoring until the beginning of the fifth inning when the
In the third inning, Smith, who
Eed team put on a hitting spree, was pitching for Kappa Phi Sigma,
and, adied by errors, chalked up lost control and loaded the bases
five runs, forging into the lead.
on passed balls and forced in a
In the sixth canto neither team run. Though Karnopp supplanted
was able to score and the Kappa him on the mound at this stage of
Alphas were unable to improve the game, the Thetas, aided by ertheir lead in the first half of the rors crossed home three times
seventh. The X Clubbers came to more before the end of the inning.
bat in the last half of the inning
Sealover then began pitching for
the losers and neither side scored
during the fourth and fifth innings
with both teams playing airtight
EXPERT GREASE JOB
ball.
75c
COME EARLY
75c
In the sixth inning Karnopp of
To Avoid the Crowds
Kappa Phi Sigma poled out a
homerun into centerfield with no
one on.
WINTER PAKK

Stevens Service

With a new spirit very much
evidence, the Rollins Tar baseball
nine started this week's practice
with some new faces in the lint
in preparation for the invasion of
the University of Florida Gators
Friday and Saturday afternoons
at Harper-Shepherd Field.
With Coach Burr Evans out of
town on business, the reins of the
diamond ball outfit were assumed
by Jack McDowall who sent the
nine through some vigorous practices early in the week.
A couple of weeks ago the Gator nine blasted the local outfit
off the field in a two game series.
However, with a new spirit and
some new faces it is expected that
the Tars will be in much better
condition to offer some serious opposition.
The pitching staff of Mobley,
Stoddard and Lawton, has rounded into pretty good shape, and it
is expected that this trio of moundmen will deliver enough stuff to
hold the visitors at bay while the
Tars gather a few tallies.
This week saw Dunlop return to
practice after a lengthy lay-off because of illness. Along with Dunlop
e Chakales, who has been playdiamond ball the past few
weeks. Dunlop will assume his old
pisition a t shortstop, while it is
:xpected that Chakales will replace "Giant" Miller at second
base.
Berny Bralove will take care of
first base, Chick Prentice will probably play third with Kettles doing the receiving. The outfield will
be composed of Tourtellotte, Winant and Washington. The pitcher
for the first game has not been
announced.

Swimming Meets in Advance
SATURDAY, MAY 5—at Florida

(Gainesville)

SATURDAY, MAY 12—at Coral Gables

(Univ. of Miami)

SATURDAY, MAY 19—at Rollins

(Univ. of Miami)

F. C. WARREN, Mgr.

Nichols,

FREESTYLE—50-100-220 and 440
TEAM: Bud Coleman, Johnny Nichols, Paul Altar, Tom Powell
BREAST STROKE
BACK STROKE

-

-

Reserves

_

Bob Enck

Johnny Moore, Carl Goeller
Chakeles, Sannon,

Warren

They Say That
John Doyle has been the biggest
surprise in the diamond-ball loop
3 one suspected that the Cleveland Irishman could fire the soft
ball in with so much speed—besides being the best pitcher in the
circuit, Doyle is second in hitting.
Respects should be paid to the Rho
Lambda Nus for their excellent
spirit in intra-mural athletics . . .
never conceded to be even a contender for any title, this group
has turned out for every sport for
every game—more power to them.
Something pretty to watch is
Dick Washington going after a fly
ball . . . the Chief gobbles up evything that comes anywhere near
m in an effortless manner that
pleasing to the eye . . . Dr.
Campbell, Dean of the Chapel,
played intercollegiate football for
six years—and he was good . . .
'Fleet" Peeples was going to give
his swimming team a big feed for
their fine victory over the Univerty of Florida this week and he

FOUR FIRSTS GIVE
.
ROLLI^S VICTOR}
[
IN CLOSE CONTEST -

had to be taken down with intestinal influenza . . . another band of
athletes who deserve compliments
along with their fine coach . . .
not much news is leaking out about
the doings of the crew—but some
of the huskier oar pullers seems
to be very tired after their daily
work-outs . . . Floyd
Simmons
weighs 220 pounds and it isn't hard
to see where it is . . . One of Dr.
Holt's secretaries is an excellent
tennis player. . . . Al Stoddard
pitched six innings of scoreless
ball against Daytona Beach last
week only to weaken and take a
licking . '. . Linton Malone is the
best shortfielder in the soft ball
loop and the X club has the best
hitting team all through
their
lineup . . . Dick Baldwin, interscholastic diving champion of Florida
in 1930, is going to enter Rollin.s
next fall . . . most of the athletes
here are above the average student—Ray Miller has one of the
highest scholastic averages in

Coleman, Moore and Enck Outswim
So Give Tars Narrow Margin;
Ali Races Close

staging the biggest upset of the
year, the Rollins swimming team
defeated the swimmers from the
University of Florida by the close
margin of 34 to 32 on the home
course last Saturday afternoon.
The Tars annexed four
first
places to three for the losers, as
well as two seconds and two thirds
which provided the narrow margin
of victory. The contest was very
close all the way through and in no
race, with the exception of the relay which was taken by the Gators, was the outcome decided until the very end. The Rollins victory was cinched by the excellent
work of Johnnie Nihcols, diving
ace, who defeated Perry, the Florida diver by the close margin of
eight-tenths of a point.
Lader and Lytal of Florida, won
first places in the BO-yard free
style and the 220 respectively,
while the Tars garnered all the remaining first places with the exception of the relay.
Johnny Moore took the JOO-yard
backstroke from Caton, for the
first Tar win of the afternoon, followed by Bud Coleman, who eked
out a narrow victory over Meat-

school . . . Buck Mooon, football
player, handles a typewrites and
many forms of the short story in
an excellent manner—some of his
work was accorded commendation
in the Florida contest .
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yard in the 100-yard free-style.
Bob Enck annexed another first for
Rollins by barely beating out Sechler in the 100-yard breast stroke,
one of the most thrilling events of
the afternoon. Lytal of Florida,
took a first place in the 220, with
Paul Alter and Tom Powell of Rollins close behind.
Then followed the diving with
both boys putting on a nice exhibition of their skill though slightly bothered by a brisk wind that
was blowing across the lake. The
last event of the afternoon was
the relay, which the Gators won
by a sizable margin, but the victory was too late to make any difference in the final outcome of the
meet.
The summaries are as follows:
50-yard free style: first, Lander,
Florida; second, Nichols, Rollins;
third, Coleman, Rollins. Time 25
seconds flat. 100-yard backstroke:
first, Moore, Rollins; second, Caton, Florida. Time 1:25.2. 220-yard
freestyle: first, Lytal, Florida;
second, Alter, Rollins; third, Powell, Rollins. Time 2:54.4. 100-yard
freestyle: first, Coleman, Rollins,
second, Meatyard, Florida. Time,
1.4 seconds. Diving: first, Nichols,
Rollins; second, PeiTy, Florida.
100-yard breast stroke: first, Enck,
Rollins, second, Sechler, Florida.
Time 1:27.1. 400-yard relay: first,
Florida; second, Rollins.
Total score: Rollins 34; Florida
32.

i h e way tobacco is cut has a
lot to do with the way Chesterfield
burns and tastes

GAMBLING WITH STOCKS
MAY BE ALRIGHT
BUT

DON'T GAMBLE WITH
PLUMBING

FOSTER R.

FANNING

Xhere are many different ways
of cutting tobacco.
A longtime ago, it used to be
cut on what was known as a
Pease Cutter, but this darkened the tobacco, and it was
not xmiform.
The cutters today are the
most improved, modern, up-tothe-minute type. They cut uniformly, and cut in long shreds.
The tobacco in Chesterfield
is cut right—you can judge for
yourself how Chesterfields burn
and how they taste.
Everything that science knows
is used to make Chesterfield
the cigarette that's milder . . .
the cigarette that tastes better.

Plumbing and Heating
Appliances

Your Linen Suits Will bs Spicand-Span done at the

Orange Laundry
and

Acme - Colonial
Cleaners
Fairbanks Ave.139 E. Church st
Winter Park
Orlando
Phone
Phone
413
7313 or 7690

•

BARR THIS
IN MIND
O
•

A Good Place to
Stop for Refreshments!

BARR'S GRILL
Opposite Sears Roebuck Ca
#
Orlando
#

Meet Your Friends
Here and Enjoy
BOTH the Food and
the Company

hesterfield

NOACK & HALL

the cigarette thats MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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